April 1, 2013
Dear Family and Friends,
Several vignettes from the past three months’ events:
Pilgrims:
We left Shillong without a plan other than to fly into, and then 18 days later, fly out of, Chennai (the
old Madras) in the state of Tamil Nadu. Chennai was a disappointment - just a big city, a really big
city, lacking character or charm, and the hotel we were in was near nothing, except perhaps the

airport, and it also lacked character or charm. When we took a fruitless morning walk around after
arriving late at night, we said “let’s get outa here fast and see if we can find the real South India.”
Opening a map, we saw that Pondicherry (now Puducherry) was just to the south and so off we
went, pilgrims on a journey to find South India.
We four pilgrims (we two and Ri’s cousin and her husband) joined hundreds of thousands of other
pilgrims moving about South India, it being peak pilgrimage season, their objectives more focused
than ours: theirs being specific temples to specific gods, where they hoped to earn specific spiritual
rewards; while ours was mostly about looking at the countryside and watching the Hindus do their
thing, and, well,
eating,
and eating.
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The Hindu pilgrims were mostly barefoot, some travelling hundreds, even a thousand kilometers on
foot. See how the woman and girl on the right are standing in the shade of the post to give their
poor blistered feet respite;

many were limping and exhausted,

many color coded,
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and many bare-chested.

We chose to move not by foot, or even by bus or train, but by private car, like VIPs, transported in
air conditioned comfort, at our schedule, the several hundred kilometers or so between destinations,
each one chosen only after having experienced a place and then deciding to move on. And so, our
pilgrimage took us by road, affording us a more intimate look at those we shared the road with,

from Chennai, to Puducherry, to Madurai, to Kanyakumari, to Kollam, to Alappuzha (the old
Alleppey), to Munnar, to Tiruchirappalli, to Mahabalipuram, and back to Chennai in a great
clockwise circumnavigation of magnificent South India.
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Fervor:
The ancient temple in the ancient city is oddly quiet. Vast, high ceilinged, the floors of stone have
been polished smooth by the passage of millions of bare feet, the walls adorned with creatures of
every imaginable sort,

each nook and cranny the scene of some ritual or other,
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or some act of devotion.

Fantabulous hallways stretch forever in every direction.
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Then a sudden clamor, the sound of trumpets, like elephants, and around the corner comes a richly
garmented cow, followed by a crowd carrying aloft a strange object to which they show intense
reverence,

and you are swept up in the rush and carried along.
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The temple complex has concentric walls, each gate in each wall a huge elaborate structure, all
surrounding a central golden dome. Here seven of the gates can be seen,

and each gate is a choke point for the surging masses and their palanquins,

Moving with the mass you reach a place beyond which only Hindus can go, and you are peeled off,
lost now in this giant maze,
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only to be swept up by another rushing crowd going another direction with a different strange thing
on their shoulders, this time an elephant leading the way.

More horns, now drums, more clamor. Round and round, back and forth, visions swirl –
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gods,

and god knows what,

a riot of colorful deities,

monsters,

and monstrous breasts,
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children being fed to elephants!

pilgrims in full fervor!

you are swept and buffeted, till you run out of memory cards and battery power and you find an exit,
which leads not to peace and quiet, but to the noisy and ever disorienting Indian street,

and this scene is repeated in temple after temple, all across South India.
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The Western Ghats:
As a geologist I had been taught about the Western Ghats, the chain of mountains along the west
coast of India, and their relationship to the breakup of Gondwanaland and the Deccan traps and all
that, blah-blah, but I was not prepared for their ruggedness, their height and their beauty.

Ghats is a Hindi term for those flights of steps leading down to a river – we have all seen the
burning ghats in Benares (now Varanasi) where the Hindu dead are burned – and these Ghats do
extend steeply down to the ocean and the narrow coastal strip. This is one of the world’s hottest
biodiversity spots, here a rare view of Nilgiri tahr. Behind Ri is Ana Mudi the Ghat’s highest point.
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There was one other party on 8,000’ Chakra Mudi that morning and I got a picture of them,

just as they got a picture of us summiting,

where we relaxed after a hard climb.
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Tea:
Tea leaves, like wine grapes, take considerable effort to cultivate, and they grow best in special
places. Before this trip I had never been in a tea garden, or tea estate, or tea plantation and I found
them to be sublime in their geometries, and the carpeted look they give the hills.

In Munnar there are even wild elephants in the tea gardens, and tigers, and, not heard in the picture
on right, are the deep hoots of large primates emanating from the jungle below, and that’s a tea
garden with factory there on those uppermost slopes, seemingly inaccessible, but one of the oldest
estates in the area.
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The laborers live on the tea plantations with their families and are paid a set daily fee for a set daily
poundage of tea leaves, with bonuses possible. In the evening the women return from the picking,

drop off their loads and then continue home with firewood for the evening meal. The stiff material
wrapped around them is so they can squeeze through those narrow slots between prickly plants.
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Swimsuit!
We watched warily out the windows for our opportunity, always disappointed by trashed or overrun
beaches, and even reeling back in horror from the beach in Chennai which had perhaps 2 million
people on it, no exaggeration, it being one of the longest urban beaches in the world along the edge
of a metropolis of 10 million, and not a single soul in a swimsuit.

We kept saying nope, not here.

and nope, not here either.

And certainly not here!
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Till finally one day it happened: there we were for a brief moment away from swirling crowds, on a
beach, by water that looked clean, with a nice palm tree backdrop; so Ri quickly stripped like
superman revealing her swimsuit beneath - ever ready for action in pursuit of truth, justice and the
American way! - and we shot a few snaps

before we were engulfed by another stampeding swarm of hawkers, gawkers, and fish out of water.
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Fishing
At dawn the pulling begins. A line of men to the east,

and a line of men to the west, pulling in a mile or more of lines attached to a net.

The two pulling groups pull and pull, getting closer and closer, until they close the gap
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A crowd gathers to view the catch. In this case, not much of anything. All those men, so little fish.

But the work continues

until all the lines and nets are laid out in the sun to dry.

When boats are used, they are beached by hand. It’s hard work
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and the catches can be meager. Just a few pounds of fish to feed all these fishermen’s families.

But every so often someone gets damn lucky,
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and so, each day the fishermen leave under power into the waves, beneath the watchful eye of their
patron saints, and come rushing wildly home on the wind using plastic sails.

Fish drying in the sun.
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There is a type of fishing which uses what the locals call “Chinese fishing nets.” The net is lowered
into the water at night, a bright light attracts the fish, and then the net is raised. I found them
irresistibly photogenic – elegant, crude, artistic, robotically spiderlike, all at once.
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French, but….
The bougainvillea draped intersection of Rue Dumas and Rue de la Caserne;

A wide cobblestone boulevard passing the Foyer du Soldat;
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bakeries and smart cars,

and fine dining.

The old French Governor’s mansion where you drink strong coffee and do intellectual things, like
read newspapers and disparage non-liberals, in a room with multiple beds (apparently so you have a
spare when you wear the main one out – nudgenudge winkwink) while lolling about nude, feeling
trés bleu (very blue).

Easy to believe that Puducherry is in France and that you are simply doing as the French do. But
this is still India and you are brought to your senses each time you step out of your room,
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whether it be by the absurdly crowded, beast-filled market,

or by the signage and religious symbols being clearly not French,

or when an elephant yells “Hey!” and gives you a good whack on the head.
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The Real Kanyakumari:
Kanyakumari (the old Cape Comorin), is at the very tip of South India, where three bodies of water
meet – the Arabian Sea, the Bay of Bengal and the Indian Ocean. It is a holy spot, and tens of
thousands of pilgrims daily surge through the streets. At dawn they line the eastern shore

and at sunset, the western shore, to pay homage to the sun.

They bathe where the three seas come together, sometimes entire schools at a time,
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they dry their saris in the trade winds,

visit the Vivekananda temple isle, overrun this 150th Anniversary of Vivekananda’s birth,
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and they shop religiously for stuff to bring home from the myriad shops and hawkers.

But step off the crazed main streets clogged with hawkers and honkers and high rises, drop down
through some narrow alleyways on the east side of town and – poip – you emerge into the charming
little fishing village of Kanyakumari, which seems to be on a different planet –

it’s quiet, it’s Christian, it’s tourist-free, no one tries to sell you anything,
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and it is delightfully colorful. In fact, wildly so.

If only I had had this color to paint my ’50 Chevy in high school, instead of the subtle, yet still
shocking for the time and place, pink that I ended up with.
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Fisherman mend their nets.

Women idle away the afternoon playing a board game.
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One of the many churches in this small town is like a giant wedding cake from afar,

but sterile, somber and deserted when you get inside, unlike those raucous Hindu temples.
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Ahhhhhhhh:
Put on your bucket list a multi-day cruise on a houseboat through the backwaters of Kerala.

No rush - things will only get better as the government unclogs and deepens and connects currently
unused canals which will extend your potential trip length dramatically. Most people go to Alleppey
for an out-and-back one day “cruise.” We however went to Kollam with the notion of floating all
the way north to Cochin (now Kochi). In the end we could not go beyond Alleppey due to some
barrier or other, but what a swell trip we had on the Dream House, three days and two nights, with
an inspired chef, an attentive crew, and perfect weather.
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In places the canals are wide, and we sometimes traversed open lakes. In others, narrow, and by
using smaller boats the narrowest canals were navigated

In some places the palms are so thick it looks as if the shore is uninhabited, but mostly along both
sides of the canals are footpaths lined with homes, all of which have steps into the water where
much of the household business goes on.
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Locals smile as you pass,

and even the boats seem to flirt.

I shot thousands of pix and this vignette does not provide sufficient space to fully describe this trip,
so here are three pix: it’s all about living on and from the water;
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dawn, with a view across the canal at another houseboat docked for the night;

And, finally, sunset at the night’s mooring.
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Chennai:
When first we arrived in Chennai, we thought it sucked and left immediately. Having finished a loop
through South India and being back in Chennai to catch our flight home, our opinion softened as we
had a great zillion-course South India thali meal served to the accompaniment of live traditional
music.
And Ri had learned some cooking techniques on the houseboat so we also ended up looking for
coconut flour and wandered in a part of town where feral children ran in packs in the obscenely
crowded, noisy, filthy, broken streets, while only a few blocks away a world-class construction
project proceeded as an overhead metro audaciously pushes through that absurdly chaotic place.
I went out the last day to capture a picture I needed to complete a series - having collected pix of up
to four people, I needed five people on a motorbike. In the end I didn’t get my five on a motorbike
(I did however find one later that I had shot in Puducherry and had not remembered), but as I stood
there in morning rush hour watching and shooting motorbikes whizzing by, and in South India there
are a lot of motorbikes, many driven by women, all castes and creeds and social strata represented, I
got a better sense of Chennai as a vast cosmopolis, modern in only some ways, but very Indian.
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Silly Season:
A relative of ours ran for political office here. I attended his one rally that he is allowed in Umsning

where crowds waved his symbol, the “wait” (Khasi knife), and predicted victory,

and hollered the chorus to his theme song “ha ka wait!”
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and then a week later I stood in line with some women to watch them vote in Motinagar, (they vote
by symbol, like the “wait,” to accommodate the various languages and levels of literacy) and I was
impressed by the orderliness, determined turnout and high level of organization.

Then a week after that I attended the announcement of election results in Nongpoh, where every
available space was occupied by expectant supporters across the street from the heavily fortified
counting place.
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Don Kupar Sumer lost, but not for want of trying, especially by Ri’s sister-cousin Daplin, our fellow
South India pilgrim, who put heart and soul into her son-in-law’s run, here at last facing the reality of
defeat, with her daughter, the ever gracious, unflustered, and dignified candidate’s wife.

Silly season is particularly silly here in Shillong because of the crazy names of Meghalayans – this year
saw Coming One Ymbon, Fairly Bert Kharrngi, Field Marshal Mawphniang, Billikid Sangma, Adolf
Lu Hitler Marak, and Frankenstein Momin running for office, and that’s just the short list of names
we find silly(!), and how can Hilarious Dkhar from Nartiang running against Hilarious Pohchen from
Nongkrem be anything less than, well, hilarious!
In India, politics, like the Hindu religion, is unimaginably complex, with hundreds of parties and
candidates shifting from one incarnation to the next to fit some narrative, and all hell breaking loose
at some perceived slight, or because of actual shenanigans, which is reportedly rampant, there being
a large number, though not quite a majority yet, of politicians with either criminal cases pending or
sitting in jail after convictions.
I am concerned about the world’s largest democracy and have often commented that our US politics
and Indian politics look dismayingly more and more alike – shrill, self-serving for the politicians,
malfunctioning, fractionated into to-the-death interest groups, an endless torrent of misinformation,
and parties never pulling together but rather only trying to make up for that last defeat by thwarting
the winner.
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But I find solace in the comic side – in Puducherry, we liked to see all these women involved in this
rally, but check out the candidate – what politician wears sunglasses so you can’t see his eyes?

And check this fellow out. He used to be the Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu, a state of 72 million
people. Is he the Indian Liberace?
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Music
Shillong is the rock capital of India: a New Year’s Eve electrified singalong by the fire;

the lead singer of 4th Element;
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nephew Ferdy’s (in signature hat, on base) new band, Shyllong;

Ferdy’s old band Soulmate, perhaps the best blues band in India;

and, good grief, there’s even C&W bands!
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Lou Majaw, a local character, is always in his signature short shorts, and organizes once a year a Bob
Dylan birthday party concert, which is so quirky that it makes the BBC news every year. I finally got
to see Lou perform, and he is quite the showman. A bit of history: Ri travelled with Lou and his
band to Kathmandu a million years ago, and that’s how she got there, and that’s where I met her.
Lou continues to rock! As does Ri.

Holi
Holi (the festival of colors) came and went. No wholesale throwing of colors in the street though, as
the Hindus, mostly transplants, have to tread carefully with the locals, who are mostly Christian.
Nonetheless Ri got to mix it up in the street a bit, and our neighbor invited us in to her compound.
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Joy and Grief
I have been to several one-year birthday parties now, and they are spectacular wingdings here.

The baby gets passed around and around
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and around and around….

till Baby and Daddy are exhausted.

At the one-year anniversary of someone’s death, the Khasis also have a celebration, albeit a somber
one. With lots of prayer.

and remembrance
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and more prayer, as the deceased is finally figuratively laid to rest.

In both instances, elaborate preparations are made,

and a big meal is served.
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Meals are usually catered, and here is what we call in the trade, the “front of the house,”

And here is the “back of the house.”
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DIY
Ri’s house here in Shillong is called “Orina” Cottage named after her mother Orossibon, herself,
Rizona, and her sister Lorna. Most homes here are named; for example “Abloom” across the road,
and my favorite so far is “Swastika” down in Laitkumhrah near where we shop for bakery goods.
Orina was built perhaps in the 1950s or before. It is an “Assam style” house, with a tin roof and a
number of distinctive architectural features, like bay windows, 11-foot-high ceilings, skylights
(windows above the bay windows), with lots of different angles and intersections in the tin roof.
This is not Orina, rather a place down the street, but it conveniently shows the Assam style.

Orina is built of wood frame, with thin bamboo, keyed into slots in the horizontal wood and then
thickly plastered with lime and sand on both sides.

The horizontal and vertical wood frame is all keyed together too and there doesn’t appear to be
many, if any, nails used. The foundation is a “floating” system of plinths, and the whole structure is
designed to just rock and roll and not fall down in an earthquake.
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We are doing some remodeling, like pulling down the wall Ri is walking through below and making
one big sunny room out of two rooms, destined to be our dining room. The height of the ceiling
can be seen in the pic on right – that’s Jew, our friend and ace electrician, running wires. You can
also see I have pulled down the ceiling which was some sort of cloth on the bottom of the ceiling
joists and woven reed matt above.

With the exception of electricity, which I do not touch, Ri and I are trying to do this all ourselves.
The biggest problem has been finding tools due to the general absence of both the retail outlets
catering to DIYers and a DIY ethos in general. The story behind the 3 months it took just to get the
big stepladder in the above pix, is too long to even recount, but the lesson learned was “it’s all about
who you know.” I finally gave up trying to buy tools locally, and with great trepidation ordered tools
over the internet, and paid cash for them in advance, from an outfit in Chennai. But, by Golly, they
got here and appear to be what I ordered!
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The other hurdle we had to overcome was everyone’s reluctance here to let “sahib” do any work.
To be seen by the neighbors doing anything that might get me dirty or make me sweat would be akin
to the permanent loss of family honor if I were to walk around town in shorts! Well I showed them.
In tearing down the ceiling I was showered with 50+ years of bird poop, dust, feathers, rodent nests
and cobwebs, and was a sight to see. Women fainted. Children fled in terror. The neighbors now
look down and avoid me in the street. That’s one way to get people to stop bothering you.

I don’t like closing this with a picture of myself, even one as lovely as that above, so here’s a picture
of my favorite Apsara distracting me in an ancient seaside temple in Mahabalipuram.

We do hope all is well with all of you, and we really enjoy hearing from you too. So let us know
what is going on in your lives!

Lots of Love from the Jeschke Family
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